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Abstract. This thesis investigates the game mechanics utilized in popular free-to-

play games and how these mechanics can be used within a gamified system to 

attempt to affect student retention at higher educational institutes. Free-to-play has 

become a highly popular revenue model within the game development industry due 

its ability to attract a larger player base. 

Several games were chosen for analysis and a game design document was created 

based upon the findings within this analysis. An application was then developed and 

used in a case study to evaluate the design. Results found that implementing 

successful mechanics into a gamified system could positively affect the motivational 

levels of students.  
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1  Introduction 

1.1  Background 

Free-to-play has become an increasingly popular model among designers within the video 

game industry. It is primarily seen as a revenue model where the players are encouraged 

to spend money on in-game purchases to somehow enhance their in-game experience. 

What sets free-to-play games apart from traditional games is that they tend to amass a 

much larger userbase given the ease of accessibility and being free of charge. With an 

enormous selection of free-to-play games available today the designers must truly deliver 

a high-quality product to ensure player retention.  

Today students at higher levels are dropping out at an alarming rate. More than 10% of 

students in Sweden drop out before finalizing their degree.[1] Given the success some of 

the free-to-play games have regarding player retention and the relative trouble higher 

education institutions have with student retention an opportunity to learn from one another 

is presented. Today there are a selection of tools that attempt to harness digital games to 

create a more engaging experience for students.  

https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fc714a046c4e
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1.1.1 Current tools 

Classcraft is one of these tools.[2]The application offers an experience where the teacher 

can reward the students for various efforts including but not limited to; handing in 

assignments early, helping another student in class and showing up time. Conversely, 

should the student neglect to hand in assignments on time or behave badly in class they 

can be punished within the realm of the game. However, this specific system creates an 

environment where the teacher is bound to the application and the confines of that system. 

Despite allowing teachers a lot of freedom in what they teach, the system still suffer from 

the issue that they are not offered much freedom in how they teach. Teachers also have to 

put in quite a lot of effort for each teaching instance.  

Another tool available is Kahoot, which is a trivia game where anyone can create a set 

of questions and have users play.[3] This tool offers teachers the ability to create more 

engaging quizzes than a standard paper test. It also provides a fast and efficient grading of 

the quiz relieving the teacher of this task.  

Code Combat is an online platform aimed at teaching primarily children to program.[4] It 

offers an environment where programming is explained and experimented with in an 

interactive world. It offers a wide array of languages for the student to learn as well as a 

fantasy based story to follow along while learning. As seen in Table 1 each of these 

applications offer both positive and negative aspects. 

 
Table 1: Table of pros and cons of current e-learning tools. 

Title Positive Negative 

Classcraft Applicable to many subjects. 

 
Great freedom. 

Teacher is confined to the realm of 

the application. 
 

Requires a lot of effort from the 

teacher. 
Kahoot Access to a multitude of tests. 

 

Fully customizable tests. 
 

Efficient grading. 

 
Eco-friendly due to removal of 

need for papers. 

Confined to trivia. 

 

Unreliable tests available. 

Code combat Highly interactive. 

 

Social interactions. 

Only applies to programming. 

 

Primarily aimed at children. 

 

The common denominator for all these tools is that they are all gamified. Deterding 

defines gamification as the use of game design elements in non-game contexts.[5] 

Gamification is a fairly well-established term today after becoming widely accepted in 

2010. The rationale behind gamifying anything is to make the content more accessible and 

the learning process more fun. Instead of taking a test on paper, using Kahoot the users are 

offered the same testing situation but in a gamified setting.  Most research on gamification 

suggest that it is an effective tool for creating a more enjoyable and engaging software 

system.[6] 

In an article written by O’Keefe the author recognizes a sense of belonging as a key 

factor in student retention for higher education.[7]   

https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fc714a046c5a
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fc952536f70d
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fcb7bf3584a9
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20f19914fed291
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f207539973ff9a9
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fce1d3317284
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1.1.2 Analysis template 

Järvinen presents an extensive template for analysing game mechanics in his 

dissertation.[8] Table 2 shows the template created by Järvinen and it is divided into three 

major categories. Availability in the Game as World covers the actual title of the game 

and the overall goal of the game. In the game Mario Kart the GLOBAL goal is to finish 

the race at first place. This is what the player is striving for. In most games this is the 

winning condition. However, some games do not have winning conditions but still contain 

a GLOBAL goal. Core(global) game mechanics breaks down the game into a primary 

mechanic and submechanics as well as the GLOCAL(global local) goal. Following the 

previous example, maneuvering your vehicle would be the primary mechanic and 

accelerating and braking would be the submechanic. This is the main manner of 

interaction with the game for the user to achieve the global goal. Local game mechanics 

relate to the current state of the game. Games can contain various states and these usually 

have their own mechanics. In soccer, players are generally free to move around the pitch 

during play. During penalties, nobody, except the goalkeeper and the attacker, is allowed 

inside the penalty area until the attacker commence play by shooting. This would be the 

local mechanic. 

 
Table 2: Template for game mechanics and goals analysis by Järvinen. 

 

Availability in the Game as 

World 

Core(global) game mechanics Local game mechanics 

Game GLOBAL 
Goal 

Primary 
mechanic 

Submechanic(s) GLOCAL 
Goal 

Modifier 
mechanics 

Local Goal 

Status in 

relation to 

game state 
& goal. The 

above 

categories 
explained 

from the 

perspective 
of their 

relevance to 

player. 

The overall, 

highest 

order goal 
of the 

game. 

What the 

player does 

in relation 
to the game 

state during 

a standard 
turn or 

sequence. 

What action(s) 

the player has 

available to her 
as a 

consequence of 

the primary 
mechanic, or as 

instrumental 

means to 
perform the 

primary game 

mechanic. 

Goal of 

core 

mechanics 

What the player 

does in a 

specific game 
state which 

occurs on some 

condition(related 
to location, 

player role, time 

etc) specified in 
the rules. 

Goal related 

to modifier 

mechanic 
which may 

be 

instrumental 
to various 

order goals. 

 

In their paper Hunicke et al provides a thorough explanation regarding the importance 

of attacking the game design issue from both the designers and the players’ perspective. 

Furthermore, they present how to understand how the elements within a game design 

work together. In this paper they provide the definition for the MDA(mechanics, 

dynamics & aesthetics) framework and its components. “Mechanics describes the 

particular components of the game, at the level of data representation and algorithms. 

Dynamics describes the run-time behavior of the mechanics acting on player inputs and 

each other’s outputs over time. Aesthetics describes the desirable emotional responses 

evoked in the player, when she interacts with the game system. “ 

https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fc714a046c66
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Using Järvinens template and the MDA framework developed by Hunicke, Le Blanc & 

Zubeck as a foundation I will conduct an analysis of free-to-play games. [9] Using this 

analysis I will build a design for a gamified application with the goal of creating a non-

intrusive engaging experience. 

1.1.3 Free-to-play 

Free-to-play refers to a business model where the users do not pay for the product, yet 

they are offered a fully functioning game. The terms free-to-play and freemium are 

sometimes used interchangeably though they are not necessarily the same. Freemium 

games offer the user to use real funds to purchase various benefits in-game including but 

not limited to; in-game currency, additional content that is not necessarily available to 

non-paying users and aesthetics for their avatar. 

A very popular free-to-play game is Candy Crush Saga which is a mobile puzzle 

game.[10] The user has full access to every feature of the game but are limited to a set 

number of failed attempts and are then prevented from playing any more for a period of 

time. The game has had 300 million monthly active users as can be seen below in Figure 

1. Compared to one of the world’s most popular video games World of Warcraft which 

peaked at 12 million monthly active users during its peak in 2010 it’s evident that the free-

to-play model can be highly successful.[11] 

 

 
Fig. 1. Monthly users of Candy Crush Saga for Q4 in 2013 exceeded 300 million. 

 

Another highly popular free-to-play game with a more pronounced emphasis on shorter 

play sessions scattered throughout the day is Clash of Clans.[12] The game is a strategy 

game where the player gathers resources, builds their village and slay monsters. Many 

actions in the game cost in-game currency but also takes real time to finish leaving the 

player with the choice to either sit at the screen or tuck the game away and start it back up 

a little later to continue their journey. 

https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20f1e97baf21d6
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fcb7bf3574d1
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fcb7bf35786d
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fcb7bf357855
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Given that most popular free-to-play games are built on the idea of users engaging with 

their content for short periods of time but for an extended lifespan it meshes very well 

with the aim of the design that will be created.  

1.1.4 Motivation 

With free-to-play becoming such a successful revenue model a need for understanding 

which mechanics are utilized in such games. In Games without Frontiers Järvinen has 

created a strong taxonomy of game mechanics in general. [8] This collection is a list of 

observed game mechanics implemented in games in general, be it video games or analog. 

Primary focus of the current research on free-to-play is monetization, player retention and 

the social standing of the model. Alha et al investigated game industry professionals’ 

opinions regarding the free-to-play model and found that developers viewed the model 

favorably. [13] 

As such there is no existing taxonomy on free-to-play game mechanics. Without a 

taxonomy, there is also an apparent lack of guidelines pertaining to the application of 

these mechanics in game designs. With the ever-growing market for free-to-play games 

the industry would benefit from having access to such guidelines. This thesis strives to 

present popular mechanics implemented in successful free-to-play games and explain how 

these mechanics are utilized within their respective games. 

Upon completing the analysis, the findings will be used to apply said findings while 

designing a gamified application to combat lacking motivation.  

Ryan, Rigby and Przybylski found that video games fulfil the same three basic needs that 

are important to motivate students in learning.[14] These needs are: 

• The need for competency 

• The need for autonomy 

• The need for relationships 

As for motivation, there are two types of motivations, extrinsic and intrinsic. Intrinsic 

motivation stems from the self, curiosity and the willingness to learn and improve. As for 

extrinsic motivation, it is regarded as motivation that comes from outside, i.e. receiving an 

external reward be it something as tangible as a grade or intangible as the recognition of 

your peers. In their examination of the effect of extrinsic rewards on intrinsic motivation 

Deci & Koestner found that tangible rewards decreased the intrinsic motivation in 

subjects. Even when the rewards were offered as indicators of good performance there 

was a decrease in intrinsic motivation.  They suggest that in education extrinsic 

motivation can help for short term goals like passing a class but have a negative effect on 

the long-term goals, i.e. graduating.[15] 

Hakulinen, Auvinen & Korhonen found that using challenges in a computer science 

course had a positive effect.[16] The term they use is badge which is a synonym to 

achievement and trophy in the gaming community. A badge is a form of virtual medal that 

is awarded the user after achieving a certain task. A simple example would be that when a 

student passes her first assignment she is awarded a badge for her performance. Hakulinen 

et al states that easily attainable badges did not generate any particular effect on the user, 

however the more advanced badges created a challenge that the users were motivated by. 

A caveat of the study is that some in the control group, students that were not awarded 

https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fc714a046c66
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fd285e641e5a
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20f2ce5da6010f
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fc86eb7c79c6
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20858abc4c7853
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badges, did perform as well as the test subjects. It was not shown that there are any 

negative aspects of the implementation.  

The application is being developed by Beer & Frid as part of their bachelor thesis and 

as such part of their result will be referenced in this thesis as well, namely to show 

implementation of the design that will be created as part of this thesis as well as for the  

case study and evaluation of the design.[17] 

1.2 Aims 

The primary aim of this thesis is to conduct an analysis of commonly implemented game 

mechanics in free-to-play games. Using this taxonomy and relevant research a game 

design document will be made. As a subset, this thesis secondary aim is an analysis on the 

social aspects of gamification and its ability to influence a sense of belonging. The 

following are the research questions that this thesis will aim to answer. 

• Which game mechanics are commonly implemented in free-to-play games? 

• How can free-to-play mechanics be implemented in a gamified application to 

potentially impact student retention rate? 

• What potential implication can a gamified learning system have on student 

retention using free-to-play mechanics? 

 

1.3 Limitations 

This thesis does not strive for a silver bullet fix to student retention nor to provide an 

exhausting analysis of all mechanics’ present in free-to-play games. Furthermore, the 

design is aimed towards the retention of adult students in higher education and will not 

necessarily be suited for other age groups or levels of academia. 

Pertaining to the chosen method, a common issue is that a case study does not necessarily 

apply to any given situation due to an immense number of variables that cannot be 

controlled, for example the state of mind of the subjects, the subjects understanding and 

the subjects ability to formulate responses. 

1.4 Expected results 

This thesis will deliver a taxonomy of common game mechanics in popular free-to-play 

games as well as a design for an application that will attempt to stimulate and motivate 

students at Malmö Högskola to complete assignments in class and finish their courses. 

Higher participation numbers will lead to a lower dropout rate.  

 

https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fcf805d97efc
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2 Method 

This chapter will cover the approach for the research of this thesis. To answer the research 

questions an analysis of relevant free-to-play mechanics will be conducted. Upon this 

analysis, a design for a gamified application will be constructed. This application will be 

used in a case study following the guidelines of Merriam for evaluation. [18] For 

evaluation the application will be tested by select individuals who will afterwards be 

asked to fill out a questionnaire to gather quantitative data. This questionnaire will include 

questions pertaining to the research questions for this thesis as well as the thesis 

conducted by Beer & Frid. Upon finalizing the questionnaire, a brief informal interview 

will be conducted. Interviews provide a powerful method of information extraction 

according to Oates.[19] 

2.1 Analysis of free-to-play games 

To build a strong base for the design, the current state of free-to-play will be analyzed. 

Given the lack of taxonomy on mechanics used specifically within free-to-play games 

today, the relevance of this review is strong. By laying this foundation future developers 

will be able to utilize these mechanics when developing their own games and applications. 

Furthermore it also provides an idea of where to start further research. 

Using the template specified by Järvinen, the analysis strives to encompass most 

mechanics used in successful free-to-play games.[8] This template was chosen due to its 

lending itself in a very efficient manner.  The template is shown and described in section 

1.1. For the purpose of this thesis, successful is defined as popular and easily accessible 

games. As such the games chosen all happened to be games available on mobile devices. 

Hearthstone is also available on PC/Mac platforms. The games were not chosen due to 

being available on the mobile platform. However, it was not deemed a negative factor.  

Each chosen game is played and analyzed. The analysis covers the mechanics of the 

game, as per the template, but also strive to connect the mechanics with the dynamics and 

aesthetics.  

The first game chosen for analysis is Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft.[20] It is one of 

the world's largest free-to-play games today. It is an online player-versus-player card 

game where each player has access to the same set of characters.  

The next game chosen is a game developed by King, Bubble Witch Saga 3.[21]  This is a 

highly popular game for mobile devices. It is a puzzle game where the player must solve 

increasingly difficult puzzles as they progress through the game. 

Pokémon Go is chosen as the third game given its immense popularity and interesting 

mechanics, namely the use of the players’ actual position(geopositioning) and augmented 

reality.[22] 

The final two games chosen are part of the same game universe and at a glance offer 

similar gameplay. Clash of Clans is a village simulator where the player takes the role as 

the head of a village and is tasked with building it up, defending it and raiding other 

villages.[12] Clash Royale is, to simplify it, a mix of Hearthstone and Clash of Clans 

where the player uses a collection of cards to battle another player and summon various 

building and characters to help with the fight.[23] 

https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fd27bf7a4774
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fccb765472c5
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fc714a046c66
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fccb76547295
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fccb765472a1
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fccb765472ad
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fcb7bf357855
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fccb765472b9
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These games all provide valuable insights into the design and workings of free-to-play 

games as they exist today. By using them as references a design will be made for a 

gamified application. The games are however quite different from the application 

presented in the case study. All the games analyzed are developed with monetization in 

mind whereas this is not the case of the designed application. The game within the 

application draws upon the findings of the analysis and as such the findings impact the 

design. 

2.1.2 Omissions from the analysis 

There are numerous popular free-to-play games available on the market that are omitted 

from the analysis. 

Candy Crush Saga although being one of the most successful games it is omitted from 

the list in favor of Bubble Witch Saga 3 due to their similarities in mechanics and also 

being developed by the same studio. With Bubble Witch Saga 3 being the more current 

game as of this writing it better represents the intricacies of free-to-play mechanics and 

the state of the art. 

Another strong contender for analysis is the Zynga developed Facebook game 

Farmville. [24] The game is very similar to Clash of Clans with regards to mechanics and 

as such didn’t bring any additional value to the analysis. With Farmville being so tightly 

associated with one specific social media platform it was deemed less interesting for 

review than the aforementioned titles. 

2.2 Building the design 

In her Game Design Workshop: A playcentric approach to creating innovative games 

Fullerton lays out a detailed plan for how to build a design for a game. [25] This plan will 

be used with some minor edits to better suit the scope and extent of this project. The 

artefact will be a game design document outlining which mechanics to implement and 

their function in the application. This document is appended to this thesis as Appendix A. 

Flow is according to Csikszentmihalyi a state of complete absorption in what one 

does.[26] To achieve flow the following six criteria must all be met 

• Intense and focused concentration on the present moment 

• Merging of action and awareness 

• A loss of reflective self-consciousness 

• A sense of personal control or agency over the situation or activity 

• A distortion of temporal experience, one’s subjective experience of time is 

altered 

• Experience of the activity as intrinsically rewarding, also referred to as 

autotelic experience. 

For the experience to be deemed a flow experience not even one of these criteria can be 

omitted. Generally, designers want the player to be in this state for an extended period of 

time. For this application, a state of flow is ideal but for a short period only. The short 

period, 10-15 minutes, is chosen due to not wanting the application to deter from school 

work. 

https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fcb7bf3574f5
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20f15e61d2881d
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20f11c099f2fdb
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2.3 Bridging the gap between application and social interactivity 

According to Järvinen  the value of creating social interactions from the users is stated to 

create a strong user base.[27] By encouraging the users to share and display their 

accomplishments on social media platforms it is shown that user retention is increased. It 

is imperative that these interactions are meaningful for the user though. Järvinen argues 

for two important aspects that will play a strong factor into the design that will be 

delivered. 

The first aspect is for something to be “click worthy and share worthy”. This is to 

ensure that current users feel it worthwhile and rewarding to share their accomplishments 

and that potential users see the shared content and is intrigued to delve deeper. 

The second aspect talked about is the creation of a “virality loop”. A virality loop is based 

on the idea of “click worthy and share worthy” content. Ideally the loop that is created 

look like Figure 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Viral loop by Järvinen. 

 

A user shares her accomplishment on social media and a new user is exposed to the 

application. The new user tries out the game to comply to the social proof offered by the 

current user and if they find the application fun they share their accomplishments and 

creates new social proof. This leads to an increased retention rate and builds a foundation 

for monetization. However, monetization is of no interest for this thesis and will be fully 

disregarded in the design of our application. 

2.4 Evaluation and data analysis. 

To find the degree of satisfaction the application will be tested by external users and the 

testers will be asked to fill out a questionnaire afterwards. During testing the leader of the 

https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fcdf764323a0
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test will also observe the subjects. The gathered information will serve as a benchmark for 

satisfaction.  

 

2.4.1 User testing 

The user testing will consist of enlisting eligible students to test the application for 10 

minutes. The testers must conform to some prerequisites to qualify for eligibility. The 

most important aspect is that the tester must be a current student at a higher education 

institution in Sweden since that group is the target group for the application. 

For every test the user will be given a brief explanation regarding the application and 

then allowed to use it as they see fit. During testing the users will not have questions about 

the application answered.  Furthermore a select few testers will be going into the test 

without any information other than that they are to test an application. The reason for 

blind testing is to observe the quality of the user interface design and thus these tests 

results will offer further insight. For further information pertaining to the various test 

cases see Appendix B. 

2.4.2 Post test questionnaire 

Upon concluding the test users will be directed to fill out a questionnaire to provide their 

feedback. The form will consist of both Likert scale questions, where the user will be 

asked to answer using a scale ranging between 1-5, and open-ended questions where they 

will be encouraged to provide specific answers. 

2.4.3 Evaluation 

Upon the conclusion of the tests the replies to the questionnaire will be tallied and 

presented in a table for the questions that adhere to the Likert scale and for the open 

questions the replies will be analyzed to find common patterns. Using these patterns along 

with the quantitative data and the observations a conclusion as pertaining to the success of 

the design 

2.5 Workflow and artefacts 

This section will briefly cover the workflow for the research process. Initially a selection 

of potential candidates for games to analysis was made. This selection was then more 

thoroughly vetted and the list of games was finalized.  

Each game was then studied and played for an extensive amount of time, the time 

varied depending on complexity of the game, and had their mechanics broken down and 

logged into the document. The result of this analysis is presented below in section 3.1. 

The application was developed alongside the project and as the design document was 

completed the application was ready for user testing. 
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The test phase began as soon as the application was in a testable state and was then 

followed up by the evaluation and analysis phase. 

 

3 Result 

This section will describe the findings and how they are used to answer the research 

questions stated in section 1.3.2. In the first section the free-to-play analysis will be 

covered. For the second section the design document will be presented and in the section 

after the developed application will be featured. Finally, the questionnaire and the results 

of the user tests will be presented. 

3.1 Free-to-play analysis 

The conclusion of the analysis of free-to-play mechanics yielded the results available in 

Table 3. This table breaks down the games into their core mechanics and presents them in 

an orderly fashion. The following subsections will cover in detail the classifications of the 

games and the details of the table. All definitions for the mechanics herein are found in 

Games without Frontiers by Järvinen. [8] 

 
Table 3: Result of free-to-play mechanics analysis. 

 

Availability in the Game as 

World 

Core(global) game mechanics Local game mechanics 

Game GLOBAL 

Goal 

Primary 

mechanic 

Submechanic(s) GLOCAL 

Goal 

Modifier 

mechanics 

Local Goal 

Hearthstone: 
Heroes of 

Warcraft 

Outplay Choosing Allocating Eliminate - - 

Bubble Witch 

Saga 3 

Accumulate Aiming & 

shooting 

Arranging Discard - - 

Clash Royale Outplay Allocating Placing Accomplish Attacking / 
Defending 

Eliminate 

Clash of Clans Nurture Allocating Building Accomplish Attacking / 

Defending 

Eliminate 

Pokémon Go Accomplish Catching Controlling Capture Attacking / 

Defending 

Eliminate 

 

https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fc714a046c66
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3.1.1 Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft 

For Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft the main goal of the game is outplay the opponent 

by avoiding end conditions. To achieve this goal players, get to choose their preferred 

avatar and construct a valid deck of cards from their collection. Each minion card consists 

of a few components: 

● Cost to play 

● Health points 

● Damage points 

Further on most cards also feature additional abilities that trigger under certain 

circumstances. Accompanying the minion cards there are also spell cards that can be 

played but they do not themselves have health points or damage points. As can be seen 

below in Figure 3 there are many varying spell cards which offer various effects. 

 

 
Fig. 3. A selection of cards from Hearthstone featuring various spells and minions. 

Screenshot from Hearthstone, copyright Blizzard Entertainment. 

 

The game is turn based and each turn the player is awarded an increase in available 

resources until a maximum of 10 resources per turn is reached. To reach the goal of 

outplaying the opponent carefully allocating your resources is of great importance to 

eliminate the opponent. 

The global goal of Hearthstone is outplay. Outplay is defined as “staying in the games 

as long as possible by avoiding end conditions” and its type of goal is preservation. The 

primary mechanic is choosing, defined as “the player is presented with making a choice 

between a number of options.” This manifests within the game as the player having the 

ability to choose which cards to choose for their deck as well as which cards to play 

during the match. The submechanic of choosing is allocating. Allocating means 

“allocating component(s) in possession as quantifiable resource.” Each turn during 

gameplay the player is granted a resource that they can use to play available cards. 
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Resources do not carry over to next turn so there is an additional layer of complexity 

where the player should factor in the cost and efficiency of their utilized resources. These 

mechanics lead into the glocal goal eliminate. “Eliminate is the goal to remove a game 

element from its location in the game space” is the definition of the goal. This relates 

primarily to remove each of the opponent's cards on the game board. 

As for local game mechanics, the difficulty in ranking the implemented game 

mechanics led to omitting them and instead discussing this choice in section 4.1. As such, 

the empty position within the table does not mean that the game is lacking local game 

mechanics. 

3.1.2 Bubble Witch Saga 3 

Bubble Witch Saga 3 requires the player to accumulate as high a score as possible per 

level by discarding the colored bubbles. To attain this the player is provided an amount of 

colored bubbles of their own from which they can choose between the top two to aim and 

shoot to position their bubble among the other bubbles as can be seen in Figure 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Bubble Witch Saga 3. 

Screenshot from Bubble Witch Saga 3, copyright King.com. 

 

Should the player manage to arrange it so that at least three bubbles of the same color are 

connected then those are discarded from the level and the player is awarded points 

towards their high score. The level is finished when the player manages to clear all the 

bubbles from the stage. 

The global goal within Bubble Witch Saga 3 is accumulate which means “accumulating 

or multiplying points or another game currency in order to have the highest possible 

amount when the game ends” with a goal type of Achievement. The primary game 

mechanic is Aiming & Shooting, defined as “taking an aim towards a target and trying to 

hit it with a component (ball, dart, ammunition, etc.).” In the game the user is tasked with 

solving a color-coded puzzle in each level. Using the primary mechanic as well as the 

submechanic Arranging, “arranging the order, assembly, or location of game elements, 

typically components, into sets”, the player is to place their shot bubbles into optimal 
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position to create sets of similar color. The bubbles can both be shot in a straight line or 

bounced off the side walls to reach sections otherwise inaccessible from a direct approach. 

The glocal goal is Discard, not to be confused with the mechanic Discarding, which 

means “getting rid of one’s game elements before other players or the game system”. 

Although the players do not win by discarding all their bubbles the only way to win is to 

discard the bubbles in an appropriate manner and beat the puzzle. Bubble Witch Saga 3 

does not contain a well-defined local game mechanic and thus the corresponding section 

of the table is empty. 

3.1.3 Clash Royale 

In the game Clash Royale, the player is tasked with outplaying their opponent by 

allocating their resources to accomplish a successful attack on their opponent. By 

completing matches the players is rewarded with resources and additional cards to 

improve their current collection or add to it. Unlike where in Hearthstone: Heroes of 

Warcraft the players receive an increased amount of resources each turn; in Clash Royale, 

the player has a preset amount of resources available that regenerates over time. Playing a 

card will deduct the cost from the current pool of resources that will then be refunded over 

time.  Even though Hearthstone does put minor weight into positioning of minions in 

Clash Royale positioning is of utmost importance to successfully launch attacks and 

defend. In Figure 5 the layout of the map and the two lanes are clearly shown. 

 

 
Fig. 5. The battle map in Clash Royale clearly outlining the two(2) lanes of attack. 

Screenshot Clash Royale, copyright Supercell. 

 

The global goal of Clash Royale is outplay, just as in Hearthstone. The primary 

mechanic is allocating, another aspect in common with Hearthstone. However, with the 
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submechanic placing, “placing a component or a marker on the game environment”, the 

dynamic of the games is quite different. A stronger emphasis is placed upon positioning of 

the players’ resources. These 2 mechanics facilitate the glocal goal accomplish which is 

defined as “perform core mechanics according to a pre-defined plan in order to solve set 

of challenges, problems or puzzles”. In this given implementation, the problem to solve is 

to outsmart your opponent but given the constant board layout accomplish fits nicely in 

here. 

The local game mechanic Attacking / Defending, “attacking opponent component(s) or 

defending one’s own from them”, ties well into the problem posed by the opponent. It’s 

quite easy to see the mechanic in work given the emphasis on attacking the opponent’s 

base while defending one's own. The local goal is thus, as in Hearthstone, to eliminate the 

opposition. 

3.1.4 Clash of Clans 

Clash of Clans focuses on building and nurturing a village. As can be seen in Figure 6 the 

player is put in charge of building, expanding and defending a village. The primary goal is 

to build a fully upgraded village that generates resources for the player. To further create 

engagement in the game the player can attack other player's villages to acquire resources 

and trophies for their conquests. Collecting trophies allows the player to ascend the ranks 

among other players. This allows the player some freedom on whether to approach the 

game with an offensive strategy where they constantly attack other players to hoard 

resources or a defensive one where they gain resources from staving of attackers.  

 

 
Fig. 6. A beginner village in Clash of Clans. 

Screenshot Clash of Clans, copyright Supercell. 

 

The global goal in Clash of Clans is Nurture, defined as “nurturing a game element by 

developing, preserving, or adding to it”. As seen in both Clash Royale and Hearthstone 

the mechanic allocating is prevalent here as well. In Clash of Clans it is the primary 

mechanic and is expressed in the manner of the player gathering resources and allocating 
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them by purchasing and upgrading facilities for their village. The submechanic 

implemented is building which is defined as “assembling constructions to the game 

environment, often with the help of components and patterns that emerge from 

components’ combinations”. Building is commonly  a combination of the mechanics 

placing and arranging. The mechanic is expressed with the building of the player village. 

The glocal goal is, as in Clash Royale, accomplish. The problem to solve in Clash of 

Clans is to manage to build a successful village while defending it from other players’ 

attacks. 

Similarly, to Clash Royale the local game mechanic is attacking / defending with the 

local goal eliminate. The main difference here is that in Clash Royale the player is 

constantly attacking and defending the opponent whereas in Clash of Clans it is possible 

to never attack anyone and focus solely on defending one's village.  

3.1.5 Pokémon Go 

The final game that was subject to analysis was Pokémon Go. In this game the player 

travels the real world and look to capture Pokémon’s, monsters, to add them to their 

collection. These monsters can then be used to train and upgrade your current monsters of 

the same type. The explicit goal of the game is to acquire every monster available but a 

secondary goal is to explore the neighborhood to accumulate resources to be able to 

capture more monsters. Having captured and trained powerful monsters, players can team 

up and attempt to conquer so called Pokégyms where other users have placed their 

monsters to defend as shown in Figure 7. If the player is part of the group controlling a 

Pokégym a reward is earned for each day that the location is defended. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Pokémon Go showing the player, a Pokémon that can be caught and in the distance a 

Pokégym. 
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Screenshot Pokémon Go, copyright Niantic Inc. 

 

Unlike Clash of Clans and Clash Royale, where accomplish is the glocal goal, in 

Pokémon Go it is the global goal. The difference between being the global goal and being 

the glocal is that every mechanic within the game impacts the global goal whereas 

regarding glocal, and local, the game mechanic is tied closer into their specific goals. The 

primary mechanic in the game is catching which means “catching a game component, thus 

gaining possession of it, or returning it to play. Often leads to a controlling mechanic”. 

Generally, the mechanic is applied to sports games where the player has to receive a ball 

and then use the possession of it to their advantage. However, it’s is not a stretch to apply 

the definition on Pokémon Go since the player catches various monsters, so called 

Pokémon, throughout the game and retains control of them. This leads into the 

submechanic which is mentioned in the definition of the primary mechanic, controlling. 

Controlling is defined as “keeping possession of a component and/or handling/controlling 

it”. Upon catching a Pokémon, it is then stored with the player and can be used to attack 

and defend Pokégyms. These 2 mechanics lead into the glocal goal of capture, “capture is 

the goal pattern where the end result is the elimination or change of ownership of an 

actively resisting goal objects”. When the player is attempting to acquire a Pokémon, they 

are indeed actively resisting and the result is to gain ownership of said monster.  

Pokégyms offer the arena for the local game mechanic attacking / defending. 

Pokégyms are locations where players can attempt to take control of the gym by either 

claiming an empty gym and placing one of their Pokémon as a defender or by attacking a 

gym and defeating the defending monsters. Whether the player is attacking or defending 

does not matter as the goal is the same, eliminate the opponent.  

3.1.6 Time allocation 

In Table 4 a summary of the time spent analyzing each game is provided. Hearthstone 

ended up consuming the most amount of time while all other titles received varying 

amounts of time. Hearthstone offers a larger game which explains the additional effort 

required to finalize the analysis. 

 
Table 4 Summary of time spent analyzing individual games 

 

Game Time spent analyzing(h) 

Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft 20 

Bubble Witch Saga 3 10 

Clash Royale 15 

Clash of Clans 8 

Pokémon Go 12 

Total 65 
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3.2 Design document 

In this section the design document that has been created will be covered. Initially the 

structure of the document will be covered and then followed by a section about the 

mechanics chosen and notable omissions. In this section the expected user impact of the 

choices made pertaining to mechanics will also be covered. Finally, the section of the 

document regarding achievements will be explained. The design document in its entirety 

is available as Appendix A. 

3.2.1 Design document structure 

The structure of the document follows the template provided by Fullerton. [25] 

Throughout the document additional information is added to clarify the design, primarily 

using mockups. This improved the quality of communication between the designer and 

the programmers and thus yielded tangible feedback. 

The design document offers a section dedicated to an undeveloped part of the application 

as well. This section covers the teacher-side of the application.    

3.2.2 Mechanics  

The mechanics included in the final design are available in Appendix A. Here the 

mechanics chosen will be described and the reasoning behind their inclusion explained. A 

brief mention of notable omissions will also be made. Table 5 show how the application 

created by Beer & Frid would be classified according to Järvinens template. This is the 

same template that has been used for the analysis in this thesis. As mentioned in section 

1.1.2 the template covers the goals of the game and how they relate to the implemented 

game mechanics. The global goal is the overarching goal of the entire game, in this case to 

outplay. Each game has core global game mechanics which are intrinsic to the game. In 

this case, the developed application, the primary mechanic is choosing and it lacks a 

submechanic but still ties into the goal of eliminate. Finally, there are local game 

mechanics which, while important to the game are not necessarily prevalent in every stage 

of the game. In the described case below the local modifier mechanic is upgrading / 

downgrading which gives the local goal to gain competence. 

 
Table 5: Table of Beer & Frids application mechanics according to Järvinens template. 

Working title * 

 

Availability in the 

Game as World 

Core(global) game mechanics Local game mechanics 

Game GLOBAL 

Goal 

Primary 

mechanic 

Submechanic(s) GLOCAL 

Goal 

Modifier 

mechanics 

Local Goal 

https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20f15e61d2881d
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Clash of 

MAH* 

Outplay Choosing - Eliminate Upgrading / 

Downgrading 

Gain 

Competence 

 

Outplay is defined as “Staying in the game as long as possible by avoiding end 

conditions”.[8] In this particular case the user is to outplay the opposing player by dealing 

enough damage to deplete the pool of health points while ensuring that their own pool 

does not get fully depleted. The primary mechanic to ensure that this will be challenging 

and rewarding for the player is choosing. in this case the rock-paper-scissors 

interpretation. Järvinen defines choosing as “the player is presented with making a choice 

between a number of options” and in the application, the user is given three actions to 

choose from; attack the opponent, defend or a riskier attack that can either deal additional 

damage or end up hurting the player depending on the opponent’s chosen action.  

The dynamics of these choices differ slightly from the traditional rock-paper-scissors 

where the rules are simple. Rock beats scissors, scissors beat paper and paper beats rock 

and if the players make the same choice the round is declared a draw and a new one 

ensues. In this application, the attack command, dubbed Strike, always deals damage to 

the opponent but the amount varies depending on the opponent's choice.  Protect, the act 

of defending oneself, greatly lowers the damage received from the attacking player. 

However, should the attacker opt to utilize the riskier attack the Protect action will evade 

all incoming damage and retaliate with a blow. Doing this well enough results in the 

elimination of the opponent and thus the goals of outplaying and eliminating the other 

player are achieved. 

As for the local mechanic Upgrading / Downgrading it is defined as “Changing the 

attributes of a game element, including player role or player contract”. For this application 

that entails gaining additional character levels after earning enough experience points. 

This creates an increase in important stats for the player making the character stronger and 

thus better suited to take on more challenging opposition. It should be noted here that the 

definition of the mechanic gain competence generally relates to the player acquiring a new 

ability in some form. Järvinen does argue though that it does not necessarily have to relate 

to the avatar within the game but also the player and her ability to better understand the 

game. 

The analysis yielded several mechanics that were found to be part of a successful game. 

Merely putting them all together would not necessarily create a fun game. Using the initial 

idea of a player-versus-player game the various mechanics were considered for 

implementation. Allocating, “allocating component(s) in possession as quantifiable 

resources”, is part of three out of the five games analyzed. These titles all rely on a heavy 

investment from the user, either in time played or monetary, to allow for the mechanic to 

be engaging. As such it was deemed not applicable to the design as it did not mesh well 

with the goal. 

Choosing on the other hand is the primary mechanic of Hearthstone but is also featured 

within Clash Royale despite not being a part of the table for analysis. This mechanic was 

found to be engaging yet simple to understand for the user. Given the simplicity as well as 

the level of engagement it was chosen as the primary mechanic.   

Both Clash of Clans and Clash Royale have time limitations on actions for the player 

either pertaining to finalizing a building or unlocking a reward. This is to create incentive 

for the user to constantly return to the application after a finished session. Had the aim of 

this thesis been to create an addictive and engaging game these would certainly be a part 

https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fc714a046c66
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of the design. The goal with the design was to design a game that would stimulate the user 

to engage daily but for shorter sessions. While engaging the user daily, emphasis was 

placed on making the sessions brief to not detract from schoolwork. As such the 

mechanics that implemented were believed to create an engaging experience without the 

heavy time allotment.  

3.2.3 Achievements 

Regarding achievements, a strong emphasis is placed on ensuring that they are non-

intrusive on the use of the application. By assigning achievements to actions intrinsic to 

the use of the application and the game within the user is offered essentially free rewards 

by merely using the application as intended. As stated in Appendix A there are rewards 

within the game for using it exactly in the way that a student would use the current e-

service provided for them at Malmö Högskola. Handing in assignments yield rewards no 

matter when they are handed in but the student is awarded an additional reward should the 

assignment be turned in ahead of time. Granting the user a minor reward for showing up 

to class is expected to encourage students to attend all their classes and should they attend 

more than a set amount percentage of their total classes for the semester a major reward 

will be granted. Both rewards are triggered without altering the student’s daily routines in 

any major way.  

Additionally, there are rewards for the student for playing the game in a straightforward 

manner. While engaging in battle in itself yields no rewards should the player lose, merely 

concluding battles will trigger a reward upon reaching milestones. These rewards consist 

of increasing levels of experience points as the player reaches the higher levels of 

achievements. Most achievements are tiered with a minor experience point reward for 

achieving the first level, and upon completing the same task more times they unlock the 

next tier which has a larger reward of experience points. Should the player win their 

battles they are awarded an amount of experience points and an additional reward is 

triggered at certain milestones. This is to encourage the players to remain engaged over 

the course of their education.  

3.3 The application 

In this section the application designed by Beer & Frid will be shown and how the design 

document, as can be seen in Appendix A, has been adapted.[17] A brief summary of the 

application will follow. The application is to offer the user both an overview of their 

current progress within their education as well as a game to play between classes. The 

ability to track their upcoming exams and deadlines as well hand in assignments. 

3.3.1 Implementation 

The decision to create a web application was made based on an analysis carried out by 

Beer & Frid where they found that it was the most likely method of attaining the highest 

student coverage.[17] Upon conducting their research and using the design document as 

https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fcf805d97efc
https://www.colwiz.com/cite-in-google-docs/cid=f20fcf805d97efc
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guide an initial prototype was constructed. Due to time constraints, certain elements of the 

design were not implemented to produce a working prototype that can be tested and 

verified. 

3.3.2 Comparison of design and implementation 

This section will introduce comparable images displaying the initial design mockups and 

the currently implemented design. Each figure will also receive some clarifications as to 

what they describe and how it may or may not differ from the initial mockup. In Figure 8 

the dashboard, the page that the user finds themselves on upon logging in to the 

application, is shown. The main reasoning for the layout in the mockup is ease of use and 

intuitive location names so that a user can easily navigate the application.  

The entire application is designed with gamification in mind, however should a user 

merely wish to find data about their upcoming deadlines or turn in an assignment that is 

easily available in the Study hall. Every user is forced to create their character upon their 

first login to be able to access the application. Should they not wish to partake in the game 

at all this may be a minor source of inconvenience. The character creation was designed to 

be simple and will also provide the user with a preset model to use that merely must be 

accepted and thus not wasting the user's time. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Dashboard of the application showing the Arena(1), the Study Hall(2), the student’s 

profile(3) and friends online(4). The left image is the initial mockup and the right is how it looks 

today. 

 

Upon entering the Study hall, the student is immediately provided a snapshot of their 

academic statistics such as number of assignments turned in and passed as well as number 

of classes passed. Furthermore, the user has easy access to track their progress of the 

various achievements within the application and to familiarize themselves with them 

should they not know about them. A key feature is that a list of upcoming deadlines is 

readily available as well as an overview of which assignments are handed in and which 
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are turned in and passed. In Figure 9 there are some obvious differences between the 

mockup and the implementation. To eliminate a depth of data, where information is 

located deep within a layered structure, the statistics were instead decided to be shown 

immediately upon entering the study hall and the Frequently Asked Questions was moved 

to the landing page of the site allowing it to be accessed by non-members as well as 

members.  
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Fig. 9. Study hall mockup above, implemented Study hall below. It shows user stats(1), a button 

to access achievements(2), turned in assignments pending grading(3) and completed assignments(4). 

 

The Study hall offers access to a major gamified system that is implemented, the 

achievements. This system is expected to create additional engagement from students and 

motivate them to complete tasks and attend classes. 

In the Arena the game itself takes place. The player is presented with a snapshot of 

their avatars current statistics such as player level, health and damage. The options to 

either fight players for rewards or engage a more difficult boss character for an added 

challenge and reward is offered the user. 
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Fig. 10. Mockup of The Arena above, the implemented Arena below, where the game takes 

place. Character stats(1), character portrait(2) and battle options(3). 

 

As seen in Figure 10 the ability to challenge a friend is not implemented yet and instead is 

replaced by the boss fight. The entire page was fleshed out with the added character 

statistics and the avatar image to make it appear more alive and the sense of going into 

battle. 

The Arena is the home of the game within the application. As such this is where the 

implemented mechanics are utilized. 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 11 A battle within the Arena. Mockup on top, implementation underneath, Player health(1), 

actions(2) and the opponent(3). 

 

Figure 11 shows the battle scene. Initially the concept of the three-sided layout of the 

actions was thought as an intuitive manner of presenting the relation between the actions. 

During implementation, it was however determined that since the relations are more 

complex than the regular rock-paper-scissors it was deemed counter-intuitive. Given the 

redesign of the action layout the health bar was moved on top. 
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3.4 Evaluation 

In this section the test cases, the demographic and the questionnaire will be presented as 

well as the gathered results from the tests carried out. Testers were chosen upon a 

volunteer basis. Inclusion criteria were that they were current students at a higher 

educational institute and understood Swedish and English. The testers are from varying 

majors to provide a broader spectrum. 

 

3.4.1 Test configuration & process 

For each test the user was assigned a test leader and a test case. There were 4 different test 

cases where the first 2 only differed upon which platform was tested. Test case 3 had the 

test subject experience the application on both a PC/Mac platform and on mobile. The 

information each tester was given prior to engaging with the application was the same for 

all three cases. A brief presentation of the application and then allowed to use it as they 

pleased. This was done to minimize the social desirability bias of the testers. Given the 

lack of ability to provide remote testing we were unable to fully eliminate the observer 

effect and as such there is a risk that users acted in a manner not consistent with regular 

use. For test cases 1 and 2 the maximum time for each tester was set at 6 minutes whereas 

for test case 3 the maximum allotted time was 10 minutes with at least 2 minutes spent on 

each platform. During each test, the test leaders did not respond to questions regarding the 

functionality of the application unless a bug appeared. Instead the testers were encouraged 

to try to figure it out and upon completing the test had their questions answered. After the 

test concluded the tester was directed to the questionnaire. 

What sets test case 4 apart from the other 3 is that the tester did not receive any prior 

information regarding the application and went into the test “blind”. The focus in this test 

was primarily to test the user interface. The test itself is identical to test case 1 except for 

the lack of information provided. 

3.4.1 Questions 

Some of the questions are simple formalities, some adhere to the Likert scale and a few 

are open ended questions. In Table 5 below all questions are listed as in the form the 

testers were presented with. 
 

Table 5: The questions testers were asked to respond to after testing the application. 

 

Question Note 

Age  

What program do you study?  

Did you find the User Interface intuitive? Likert scale 
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Did you find the game fun? Likert scale 

Did you feel more motivated after using the 

application? 

Likert scale with an additional text field to elaborate 

on the answer 

What is your opinion regarding the achievements? Open question 

If you compare this to your current e-service(It’s 
Learning) can you give us your thoughts on which you 

would rather use? 

Open question 

If you compare this to your current e-service(It’s 

Learning) can you give us your thoughts on whether 
you feel they provide the same service? 

Open question 

Additional insights? Open question to retrieve additional information that 

users feel important 

 

3.4.2 Results of questionnaire 

Below the collection of data will be listed. In Table 6 an overview of the tester 

demographic as well as the breakdown of test case participation is provided and in Table 7 

the results of the Likert scale questions are presented.  

 
Table 6: Overview of testers. 

 

Statistic Value 

Number of testers 12 

Average age of testers 24.2 

Users participating test case 1 7 

Users participating test case 2 2 

Users participating test case 3 1 

Users participating test case 4 2 

 
Table 7: Results of the Likert scale section of the questionnaire. 

 

Question Average Standarddeviation 

Did you find the User Interface 
intuitive? 

4.16 1.35 
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Did you find the game fun? 3.25 1.7 

Did you feel more motivated after 

using the application? 

3.5 1.32 

 

The testers were offered to expand on their grading regarding their motivational levels 

after using the application. The majority either felt that the game and achievements added 

value to the application and boosted their motivation or that it had no impact. None 

expressed that they felt less motivated after using the application.  

Regarding achievements most testers felt that they added incentive to perform in 

school. Only 17% stated that the achievements didn’t matter or affected their motivational 

levels. A general request for a more extensive set of achievements was also made. 

For the comparison between the developed application and the testers current e-service 

25% stated they would prefer to use their current e-service and thus 75% would prefer the 

developed application. When asked whether they felt that both applications provide the 

same service the replies were more divided. 67% felt that both options provided a similar 

service. Those that felt there was a disparity mentioned the lack of some form of newsfeed 

in the developed application. 8% of the testers felt that the game didn’t provide any value 

and should be removed, 17% suggested some improvements to make the game more 

interesting and most expressed a strong desire for the developed application to replace the 

current e-service. The suggested improvements relating to the game within the application 

were to decrease the turn timer. In the current implementation, each turn is 10 seconds 

long to allow for each player time to act. A shorter time would lead to a higher tempo and 

could possibly attract more players who might otherwise become bored with the current 

slower pace. 

As for the application as a whole users suggested the implementation of a bulletin 

board where information for the various courses could be posted by teachers. This 

functionality is already commonplace among e-service in use within academia and would 

create a more competitive application. Another suggestion was the ability to send 

messages to other users, teachers and students, within the application. Just as the bulletin 

board, the message feature is very common and would again serve to create a stronger 

application. 

3.4.3 Observations 

During testing the test leader observed the test subject and their behavior to add some 

information regarding the design choices made of the application. Upon completing the 

questionnaire, the testers were offered the chance to express any opinion they had 

regarding the experience that they felt they could not submit into the form. Given the early 

stages of the application a set number of flaws were noted and will be dealt with upon 

further development. The tester who was exposed to test case 4, not receiving any outside 

information about the application, quickly understood the working of it. The subject easily 

figured out how to locate information about deadlines, how to hand in assignments and 

how to play the game.  

Most the testers felt that the tempo of the game was a bit slow and is important to 

consider for future development to ensure longevity of the game. 
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4 Discussion 

In this section the results of the thesis will be discussed and analyzed. In the first section 

the analysis of free-to-play will be covered followed by the design and application. 

Finally, suggestions for future research will be made. 

4.1 Free-to-play analysis 

It was found that a common mechanic in the analyzed games was allocating. This 

mechanic is prevalent in games in general due to being inherently strategic. Three out of 

five analyzed games implemented this mechanic with the Clash of Clans and Clash 

Royale games utilizing it as the primary mechanic Hearthstone implemented it as the 

submechanic of choosing. The diversity of which kind of games this mechanic can be 

implemented into is shown in this analysis. Hearthstone and Clash Royale both have a 

global goal of outplaying your opposition but with varying glocal goals, eliminate and 

accomplish respectively. Clash of Clans global goal is nurture which is very different 

compared to outplay but the mechanic still offers a high value for implementation and 

creates an engaging experience.  

As seen in section 3.1 Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft lack local game mechanics. 

This is not due to the game lacking additional mechanics but more so due to the complex 

task of arranging the remaining mechanics in a manner where only one is chosen as the 

main local game mechanic. A strong argument could be made for Attacking / Defending 

as the game is adversarial in nature and there is a combat element.  However, it is not the 

only underlying mechanic that is prevalent and it could be argued that at its core the game 

does not revolve only around attacking and defending. Depending on strategy of the 

player an argument can be made that discarding is a strong contender as well due to some 

approaches relying heavily on discarding cards to gain favorable position. I would argue 

that discard does not carry a heavier claim to the title of “top local game mechanic” than 

Attacking & Defending due to it being conditional but I believe it is still a notable 

mention. The mechanic of Placing, defined as “placing a component or a marker on the 

game environment”, however carry a strong claim. Positioning of cards on the gameboard 

can in many cases be extremely important and determine the outcome of a match. Despite 

it being part of the combat it carries such an enormous weight within the match that it not 

necessarily warrants to be tiered below Attacking & Defending.  Finally, the player is 

encouraged to upgrade their various avatars by completing various tasks and winning 

matches. Upon reaching milestones the avatar “levels up” and is given rewards in the form 

of cards. This allows the mechanic Upgrading / Downgrading to come into play. The main 

reason this is not a shoe-in for the spot as “top local game mechanic” is since the attributes 

of the avatar do not change. A level 1 mage and a level 25 mage can have access to 

common cards and hero powers. Upon reaching level 10 the mage also has access to the 

same class-specific cards. The accessibility of these only rely on luck since cards are 

awarded through card packs that are awarded or bought using in game currency or real 
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funds. However, the argument can be made and thus should be addressed. With these 

competing the choice was made to omit them all from the finalized table and instead 

present them here. 

Pokémon Go presented a similarly difficult classification due to its quite unique design. 

While defined as “maneuvering a game element in a game environment, including 

possible chances to jump, fly etc.” the mechanic Maneuvering is usually referred to as 

controlling the game element using a controller it can be applied to controlling the 

element, in this case the player avatar, while moving around the real world. In this case, it 

can be argued that it can be the primary mechanic since the player is required to move 

around the world to be able to catch the various Pokémon. A major issue when deciding 

whether to include it was if the designers’ intent should be the qualification or the actual 

utilization of the mechanic. It’s apparent that the designers intend for the players to 

traverse various areas on foot to acquire all the available Pokémon. It is apparent due to 

various restrictions within the game where some features are prevented from working 

when the player is moving above a certain velocity to prevent these features from being 

abused while riding a car or bicycle. However, given the availability of so-called location 

spoofers, applications that can alter the perceived location of the device, allows players to 

move around within the game without moving and thus negating the need for moving and 

fully removing the intended utilization of the mechanic. The argument can still be made 

that maneuvering is in play since the in-game avatar is moving around. If the player 

resides in a highly populated area like New York City the mechanic is not necessary either 

to catch most Pokémon since they spawn at a high rate and can be reached from a 

sedentary location. These reasons led to the mechanic being left out of the table but it is a 

strong contributor to the success of the game and should still be considered when 

analyzing Pokémon Go.  

4.2 Design, application & case study 

While creating the design, a few considerations were made. A primary idea behind the 

game within the application was to create a simple but engaging game. By implementing 

allocating as a mechanic, the game would require a larger investment in time with a 

steeper learning curve. With a wish to create a game that players do not play for extended 

sessions at a time it was decided to omit allocating from the final design. Instead the 

mechanic of choosing was chosen given its similarities with allocating in the form of 

having a selection of actions and picking the one believed to be most beneficial for this 

implementation. 

Despite upgrading / downgrading not being featured in the analysis it is still featured 

within Clash Royale and is quite prominent in that game. Within the developed game the 

player's avatar gains an increase in when reaching milestones in experience. This is 

common in many game genres and offers the player a connection with their avatar and 

encourages longevity. As most of the analyzed games the developed application also 

contains mechanics that are implemented and utilized but not listed in the table of 

mechanics due to the constraints of the template. A prominent mechanic that is 

implemented is attacking & defending that could also be found in Clash Royale, Clash of 

Clans and Pokémon Go. Initially attacking & defending was chosen as the “top local 

game mechanic” but after consideration it was relegated to second position. The reasoning 
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being that upgrading your avatar is more important than participating in the arena. Ideally 

the main manner of upgrading will be by going to class, handing in assignments and 

passing classes thus receiving rewards to enhance the avatar. As seen in Appendix A there 

are numerous achievements that were not implemented in the testing version of the 

application that address a lot of the feedback regarding achievements. Test subjects 

expressed a wish for a wider variety of achievements as well as more achievements tied 

into the non-game utility of the application. Given the time constraints during 

development the class check-in feature was not implemented. However, there are 

achievements tied into attending classes, passing courses and subsequent courses as well 

as performing within the arena. As such it can be deduced that with these additions further 

testing will yield results claiming an improved motivational value and a stronger sense of 

relevance of the achievements. 

With an increase in motivation to attend class and pass tests students’ intrinsic 

motivation to achieve graduation is expected to increase leading to an increase in student 

retention. This is an ideal reaction and due to a rather small sample size it’s imperative to 

not jump to conclusions and decide that the application is the ultimate solution to student 

retention problems. It is important to realize that despite a small sample size the results 

show that the application has a strong potential to add another manner of encouraging 

students to finalize their education. As stated in the limitations section, 1.3, the goal was 

never to solve this highly complex issue single-handedly but to merely attempt to provide 

an additional tool. 

The degree of satisfaction of users of the developed gamified system is based upon the 

collected metrics. Primarily whether the game is fun and if the user interface is intuitive. 

The game received an average of 3.25 which above average and the user interface 

received an impressive 4.16-point average. This is deemed as satisfactory. Especially 

given that the requested additions are already included within the game design document 

and are to be implemented.  

4.3 Future research 

With free-to-play remaining a strong presence in the game industry it would be interesting 

to find more ways to implement the ideas behind free-to-play in non-traditional settings 

like education.  As for future iterations of the developed application implementing more 

of the design to provide a more complete experience is important and to perform a larger 

case study with a much larger sample size to be able to draw a stronger conclusion. Case 

studies tend to carry more weight when conducted over a longer period with a larger 

sample size. 

A suggestion regarding a future research question would be to focus upon how various 

game mechanics alter the experience for the end user. By creating a base design for a 

game and substituting one mechanic for another while trying to preserve the goal of the 

game this could possibly be tested. 
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5 Conclusion 

This section presents the concluded answers pertaining to the stated research questions.  

The first research question to be answered was “which game mechanics are commonly 

implemented in free-to-play games?”. The analysis of 5 popular games yielded a 

collection of game mechanics implemented. These mechanics are: choosing, allocating, 

aiming & shooting, arranging, placing, building, catching, controlling and attacking / 

defending. Allocating is the most popular mechanic implemented in the selection being 

present in Hearthstone, Clash Royale and Clash of Clans. 

The second research question was “how can free-to-play mechanics be implemented in 

a gamified application to potentially impact student retention rate?”. The primary 

mechanic implemented in the application that was designed was the choosing mechanic. 

The mechanic was chosen due to it being engaging as well as simple for the user to 

understand. The local modifier implemented within the game, upgrading / downgrading, 

was not added to the table of mechanics of the games analyzed. The mechanic is however 

still prominent within Clash Royale and it fit well with the game designed for the 

application. 

The third and final research question was “what potential implication can a gamified 

learning system have on student retention using free-to-play mechanics?”. Using the 

developed application in a case study allowed for an evaluation of the satisfaction. After 

conducting a small case study, the UI received an average score of 4.16 out of 5. The 

users were also asked if they found the game within the application fun. With an average 

score of 3.25 out of 5 indicates that the user satisfaction is good. Concerns brought by 

testers regarding the enjoyment would all be addressed in the next iteration of 

development as they are already present within the design but omitted from the prototype 

due to time constraints. 

By creating an engaging game experience students would be motivated to attend 

classes and a such retain more information than if not attending. Despite the small sample 

size of the case study it’s important to realize that the early indicators do show that a 

gamified application can serve to motivate students. 
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Appendix A 

Gamifying Malmö Högskola 

A modern way to improve students fulfillment of their higher education 

 

 

Design Document 

Marcus Lindstedt 
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Syllabus 

● Experience Points(EXP, XP) is awarded the player after performing 

some task. After gathering enough XP the player achieves an elevation in Player 

Level. 

● Facebook (FB) is a social networking site. 

● Quick Response Code (QR code) is a barcode system for storing data. 

● Player Versus Player (PvP) when one player competes against another 

player 

 

 

Revision History 

 

Date Version Description Author 

2017-01-26 1.0 Initial draft of the 

design document 

Marcus Lindstedt 

2017-02-16 2.0 Major overhaul 

and added a basic 

gameflow with 

images and also 

tables for data store 

Marcus Lindstedt 

2017-03-04 3.0 Added the 

gameplay section 

Marcus 

Lindstedt, Simon 

Bothén 

2017-03-15 3.1 Added more 

images to show 

basic design and 

application flow. 

Also extended the 

achievement list and 

added the table 

regarding player 

levels. 

Marcus Lindstedt 

2017-03-16 3.2 Added table of 

Rewards and 

expanded the table 

of levels with 

Health and Damage 

scaling 

Marcus Lindstedt 

 

Overview and Vision statement 
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Uniqueness 

 

The idea behind this application is to incentivise students to finalize their degrees by 

offering a fun and engaging game that ties into the school world without intruding on the 

teacher's creativity while teaching. Allowing players to battle each other in a player versus 

player with characters powered up by their academic progress. To be able to build a 

powerful in-game character the player must perform well in class as well.  

 

Mechanics 

 

Rock paper scissors duel system.  

Choosing 

Upgrading / Downgrading 

 

 

 

Setting of the game 

 

The game is set in a medieval fantasy world. 

 

Audience, Platform and Marketing 

 

The application is aimed towards students at a higher education institute. This 

demographic is very large due and as such must be carefully examined to create an 

engaging experience for teens, middle-aged people and everyone inbetween.  

 

Platform 

The application will be a web-based application. 

 

Comparison with the competition 

Class-craft, kahoot and codecombat. See Thesis section 1.1 

 

Gameplay 

 

The game will center around the Player-versus-Player combat system. The system 

works as follow: 

 

● Both players are presented with a choice of 3 actions and have a brief 

time to pick which to use. 

○ Strike 

■ Attacks the opponent. Deals full 

damage versus Strike, 20% damage versus Protect and 95% 

damage versus Haymaker 

 

● Protect 
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○ Takes a defensive stance. Makes 

Strike deal 20% damage. Evades Haymaker and retaliates for 

35% of your damage. 

 

● Haymaker 

○ A wild careless attack. Deals 150% 

damage versus Strike and Haymaker. Misses Protecting 

enemies. 

 

● When each player has chosen their action, or time runs out, they are 

executed. (Player can’t change action for the turn after picking) 

● If a player fails to pick an action they will be marked as Idle for that 

turn. 

○ While Idle the player takes full damage from Strike 

and Haymaker. 

○ If both players are idle for 3 turns terminate the 

session and rule it as a IDLE DRAW 

 

Finishing conditions 

 

Name Definition Reward Statistics 

Win Completely depleted 

the opponent's 

health points 

100 xp Win +1 

Draw Both players has 

their health points 

depleted  during the 

same turn 

15 xp  

Idle Draw Neither player 

perform an action 

for 3 turns 

0 xp Lose +1 

Lose Have your health 

points depleted 

0 xp Lose +1 

 

  

 

 

Flow of a match 

★ Match is initiated 

★ 10 second timer is live and counting down 

★ Both players choose an action (Strike, Protect, Haymaker) 

○ If both players has chosen an action, perform those. 
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○ If one or both players have not chosen an action, if 

possible perform that action or mark player as Idle 

★ Deduct health from player 

○ If either player’s health reaches zero, the match is 

over 

★ 10 second timer is live and counting down 

 

The Game World 

The theme of the application will be easy going cartoony fantasy. The player will take 

the role of mages (because they are learned beings which we want the players to become 

by attending higher education). 

 

Prototypes 

 

For players: 

Value: Name of what to store 

Type: Datatype of the value 

Reason: Brief explanation of why it is required 

Misc: Additional info 

Accessibility: If the value is accessible to be viewed and/or altered.   

- Public = anyone can view 

- Protected = only the user can view on his profile 

- Private = not visible to any end user 

 

Value Type Reason Misc Accessibility 

Player level int Keep track 

of  player's 

current 

level 

 public 

Experience 

points 

int Current 

amount of 

experience 

 public 

Name String(?) Allowing 

the user to 

name their 

character 

 public 

ID To be 

determine

d 

Unique 

identifier 

for each 

user 

SSID and/or e-learning 

platform login 

private 

Facebook - Access to  Player has 
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login* the players 

wall for 

posting 

updates 

and to the 

friends to 

invite/requ

est help 

added FB 

account 

should be 

visible, but 

the fb-

accounts data 

should not be 

accessible for 

others than 

the user 

Class 

attendance 

% 

float To show 

the user 

it’s current 

attendance 

for ALL 

courses 

basic formula: 

nr_of_classes_attended/nr_of_

classes 

protected 

Damage int Current 

damage of 

regular 

attack 

Value that will be scale for 

each level 

Not 

determined. 

Ideally one 

test phase 

with it 

protected and 

one with it 

public. 

Health int Players 

health 

Will need to keep track of both 

current health and max health 

public 

Player title String A title 

given to 

players. 

IE lvl 5 = master, lvl 10 = 

conqueror etc 

public 

Combat 

record 

int array A tally of 

wins and 

losses.  

After each battle is finalised 

add 1 to the corresponding 

value.  

public (might 

want to test 

out having it 

protected as 

well) 

Character 

sex 

int (this is 

merely in 

the interest 

of 

performan

ce. String 

The sex of 

the 

character 

 public 
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works fine 

as well but 

is bigger 

than int 

and it’s a 

simple 

manner to 

cut some 

bytes) 

Chosen hair 

style 

int Hairstyle 

for the 

character 

 public 

Chosen 

outfit 

int Outfit for 

the 

character 

 public 

Classes Array of 

class id’s 

All classes 

a student 

is, and is 

expecting 

to take for 

her stay 

with the 

school 

To create relations between 

both classes and students and 

students and teachers 

protected(ma

ybe public?) 

Achieveme

nts 

tbd List of all 

achieveme

nts both 

completed 

and not 

 protected 

* This can be exchanged for other Social media platforms if necessary 

 

 

 

Playerview: 

Name(Real name private, nickname public) 

ID: personal number(hidden) 

Attendance% 

Inventory (for unlockables) 

FB-account for sharing ingame stuff to FB. 

 

 

For teachers 

Value: Name of what to store 
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Type: Datatype of the value 

Reason: Brief explanation of why it is required 

Misc: Additional info 

Accessibility: If the value is accessible to be viewed and/or altered.   

- Public = anyone can view 

- Protected = only the user can view on his profile 

- private = not visible to any end user 

Value Type Reason Misc Accessibility 

Name String Name of the 

teacher 

 public 

ID TBD Unique 

identifier for 

user 

SSID and/or 

institution id? 

private 

Classes Array of class 

IDs 

All classes the 

user is 

connected to(as 

teacher, TA or 

any formal 

capacity) 

Provides a 

snapshot of all 

the classes the 

user is 

connected to 

protected 

 

 

Teacherview: 

Teacher is to be able to check each individual student's attendance 

Assign rewards for in-class events such as an assignment to be completed during class. 

Assign rewards for scaled deliveries. IE Assignment due on the 20th. If you hand it in 

on time you receive 100 XP. If you hand it in 2 days early you receive 120 XP and for 5 

days 150XP. Reward is only to be given upon passing the assignment to avoid players 

handing in bad assignments ASAP to earn a higher reward and get a headstart. 

 

 

UI: 

Minimalistic 

Some form of taskboard where the player can track his schedule, upcoming 

assignments and deadlines etc. 

A player profile listing your current stats (health, damage, xp etc) and allows you to 

modify your character's look.  

A friend menu where you can add friends and look up their profile (perhaps post stuff 

to friends FB wall?) 

 

Character: 

Choose sex 

Choose basic looks (4 hair styles, eyestyles, outfits till ex) 

XP level (pretty much just an int that gets added to) 
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Mockup of flow from login until game loop initiates: 

 

 
Login page 

 

-> 

 

 
If you have not created a hero, this is the page you land on 

 

-> 
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First page of Create a Hero  

 

-> 

 

 
Second page of Create a Hero 
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Third page of Create a Hero 

 

 
Fourth and final page of Create a Hero 

 

-> 

If a hero is already made skip create process and go straight to  Character selection 
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If a hero is made show your hero, provide a snapshot of it’s stats and start playing 

(Limit of 1 hero per account) 

 

 
First scene upon starting the game 

 

Star = friend list with the number being current online friends playing. The + signifies 

friend request pending approval. 

Bubble with ! = New notifications waiting, in this case 4. Here we display world 

events, deadlines for assignments etc 

Bottom left is the user’s current level, health and avatar. Clicking this opens up the 

player profile 

Arena = Where duels take place 

Study hall = This is where you go to get your rewards for dutiful studies as well as 

keeping track of your ongoing progress, achievements etc. 
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Current e-mail registered allowing the user to change, Connect their account to social 

media platform, change password, remove account. 
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Baby steps s unlocked, the rest are not.
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Fight leads to a queue where you face anyone within your level span. Fight a friend allows 

you to face anyone on your friendlist not taking level differences into account.
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Change password page
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Displaying players stats
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1 Strike, 2 Protect, 3 Haymaker, 4 Remaining time of turn, 5 Username of player, 6 

Healthbar of player, 7 Avatar of player, 8 Avatar of opposing player, 9 Username of 

opposing player, 10 Healthbar of opposing player. 
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Shows upcoming deadlines and allows the user to view more by clicking. Also access to 

her achievements and in-game stats. Also contains Frequently Asked Questions 
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The user profile provides a snapshot of the user's current level, match stats, account 

settings and in future revision will also hold access to the appearance editor. 

 

Achievements 

 

Name Description Reward 

Baby steps Took part in your first duel 10 XP 

They grow up so fast Fought 15 times 100 XP 

It wasn’t me mom Fought 100 times 400 XP 

Trouble is my middle name Fought 500 times Cosmetic reward 

Cheap shot Won your first duel 10 xp 

Scalping Won 20 fights 150 xp 
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Float like a butterfly, sting 

like a bee 

Won 100 fights 500 xp 

Ear collector Won 1337 fights Cosmetic reward 

On time! Check in to your first class 5 xp 

Caught an early train to 

make it! 

Check in to 5 classes 25 xp 

 Check in to 20 classes 50 xp 

Teachers Pet Check in to 100 classes 200 xp 

Dedicated! Attended all classes for the 

day! (Minimum 2 classes) 

20 xp 

Putting in the effort Attended all classes for the 

week! (Minimum 6 classes) 

100 xp 

Valiant effort Attended 85% of classes for 

one semester 

500 xp 

Sharing is caring Shared your first event on 

social media 

50 xp 

   

   

   

   

More achievements to be added for next revision 
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When an achievement is unlocked it is presented to the user and the user is encouraged 

to share this with their friends on their social media. 
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When a player levels up it is presented to the user and the user is encouraged to share it 

with their friends on social media. 

 

Table of Levels 

 

Level Total amount of 

experience 

Health Damage 

1 0 140 20 

2 500 180 25 

3 1000 220 30 

4 1500 260 35 

5 2000 300 40 

6 2750 350 45 
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7 3500 400 50 

8 4250 450 55 

9 5000 500 60 

10 6000 550 60 (Same as prev) 

11 7000 600 65 

12 8000 650 70 

13 9000 700 75 

14 10100 750 80 

15 11200 800 90 

16 12300 850 100 

17 13400 900 110 

18 14500 950 120 

19 15600 1000 130 

20 17000 1100 140 

21 18500 1200 150 

22 20000 1300 160 

23 21500 1400 160 (Same as prev) 

24 23000 1500 160 (Same as prev) 

25 25000 1600 170 

26 27000 1700 180 

27 29000 1800 190 

28 31000 1900 200 

29 33000 2000 215 

30 35000 2100 220 
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31 37000 2200 225 

32 39000 2300 230 

33 41000 2400 240 

34 43000 2500 255 

35 45000 2600 270 

36 47000 2700 285 

37 49000 2800 300 

38 51000 2900 315 

39 53000 3000 330 

40 56500 3100 345 

41 60000 3200 360 

42 63500 3300 375 

43 67000 3400 390 

44 71000 3500 400 

45 75000 3600 400 (Same as Prev) 

46 79000 3700 400 (Same as Prev) 

47 83000 3800 420 

48 87000 4000 430 

49 91000 4300 450 

50 100000 4500 475 

 

50 is the max level. If players do NOT do anything except for duels they will have to 

win 1000 matches to reach max level. However there are numerous achievements that 

comes along the natural path of the game that will provide additional boosts of experience 

to greatly ease the path to total domination. 

 

Table of Rewards 
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Action Reward Note 

Check in to class 10 xp  

Hand in assignment on time 25 xp  

Hand in assignment 3 days 

early 

15 xp BONUS (triggers 

both the bonus and the 

regular hand in reward) 

This is only awarded after 

receiving a passing grade on 

the assignment to prevent 

early handins of flawed 

solutions 

Hand in assignment 5 days 

early 

20 xp BONUS (triggers 

both prior layers for a total 

of 60 xp) 

This is only awarded after 

receiving a passing grade on 

the assignment to prevent 

early handins of flawed 

solutions 

Pass class 100 xp  

Pass exam 50 xp  

Pass semester 150 xp Passing 30 HP is NOT the 

same as passing a semester.  

   

   

 

 

Frequently Asked Questions 

 

❖ How do I register an account? 

➢ On the Homepage there is a link to our registration 

page.  

❖ Do I need *social media* account to play? 

➢ No! *application name* works without *sm*. 

❖ Can I use multiple accounts? 

➢ No, only one user account per student. 

❖ How do I change my e-mail? 

➢  

❖ How do I delete my account? 

❖ Where do I fight? 

➢ Go to the Arena and choose either fight or fight a 

friend. 

❖ How do I fight? 
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➢ During a duel you have 3 options. Strike your 

opponent, Defend your opponent's attack and launch a wild Haymaker. 

Strike does full damage versus Strike and Haymaker. Haymaker does 

strong damage versus Strike and Haymaker. Defend greatly reduces the 

damage taken from Strike and fully evades the Haymaker. While 

evading you even get to counter your opponent and deal some damage! 

❖  

   

 

Future additions 

This is merely a list of future additions to expand the application 

 

QR reader for checkins. 

Interface with Kronox, Ladok & It’s Learning 

Hats/Outfits/Colorschemes 

FB-link 

Decrease XP gain during class hours 

Allow  teacher to increase XP gain for a set period 

Long-term goals with a big reward. (Passing course A first year, course B second year 

and course C third year = big reward. Passing them all with distinction or various amount 

of distinction yields bigger return) 

Cap daily XP from PVP but still incentivize the players to do more than just log on and 

do their “x fights/day” 

Boss fight requiring a group of players engaging simultaneously? Big hp pool. many 

low lvls can bring it down or fewer high lvls 
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Appendix B 

Test cases 

 

 

Test case 1 

User test on PC/Mac 

 

Preparation 

● Load up application 

○ For first test of the day, do a trial run to ensure 

everything is working 

● Prepare user credentials 

○ Empty account so the tester gets to create their 

character 

● Prepare evaluation form in a separate tab/window 

 

 

Pre-test 

Have them sign the form (still looking for a good one for this, José help us!). Introduce 

yourself to the tester and provide a brief description about the application. (Example will 

be provided below) After the description the test commence. 

 

Example of intro 

We have developed an application to make it easier for you as a student to get a brief 

overview of your current progress in school, upcoming deadlines as well as the 

opportunity to have some fun while doing that.  

 

This is not set in stone but should be kept very brief. We want the player to test it out 

and if s/he can navigate and understand it without much handholding. 

 

Test 

Max run time: 6 minutes. 

The player is to do whatever they please. Have they not entered the arena after 3 

minutes(half time) point them towards it. (Also make a note if you have to do this since 

then the Arena didn’t appeal to their curious nature immediately.) Upon entering the 

Arena provide the tester with a quick review of the actions. (Perhaps print up a picture 

with the 3 icons and a short explanation?) Upon entering the Study hall explain that the 

hand in assignment is merely to showcase effect of working with it’s learning and is 

intended to work by the user handing in the assignment and then receiving a grade. 

 

Make notes during the test about anything and everything that MAY be interesting for 

further review. 
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Questions during test 

If the user has questions during the test make sure that by telling them you are not 

inferring y/our wishes upon them. IE “Where is X?” is a question you should reply with 

something similar to “look around!” and make a note that the user couldn’t find it easily.  

 

 

Post test 

Direct the user to the eval form. Upon completing the form offer them the chance to 

ask any questions and answer these. Thank them for their time. 

 

Test case 2 

User test on Mobile 

 

The test is the same as TC1 except that the user is to test the application on a mobile 

device. 

 

Test case 3 

User test on PC/Mac & Mobile 

 

Preparation 

Load up application on both devices 

For first test of the day, do a trial run to ensure everything is working 

Prepare user credentials  

Empty account so the tester gets to create their character 

Prepare evaluation form in a separate tab/window 

 

Test 

Max run time: 10 minutes. 

 

The test is similar to TC1 and TC2. The user is allowed to change from one platform to 

the other after at least 2 minutes on one of them. After 5 minutes on one platform the user 

must switch to the other. 

 

Post test 

After the evaluation form has been filled out ask them how they felt about the multi 

platform experience.  

 

Test case 4 

Blind test on PC/Mac 

 

Preparation is the same as for TC1. 

 

Pre-test 

The tester is merely greeted and told to test an application. No information about it at 

all. Going in “blind”. 
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Test 

Max run time: 6 minutes. 

 

No information is to be offered the user about anything unless they stumble upon a bug. 

 

Important here that notes are taken about how the user acts within the application. Do 

they access every feature we want them to? (Study hall & arena) Do they look lost? Do 

they get frustrated? 

 

 

Post test 

After the eval form is turned in provide the same explanation as the other testers have 

been awarded regarding the application, what we wish for it to accomplish etc. 


